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*Intel® Open FCoE for ESX*-based Intel® X520 Adapters
1.0 Introduction

In today's Data Center, virtualization has become the standard way of operating. Administrators are being constantly driven to lower operating costs while at the same time to provide better support for business-critical applications. Processor and platform advancements, together with changes in operating systems and applications has spurred data centers to quickly adopt 10 Gigabit Ethernet (10 GbE) as the de facto standard for interconnects. With the inherent I/O constraints associated with the Memory Controller Hub (MCH) removed in the latest generation chipsets (5500 series and later), applications that were not technically feasible a few short years ago are now becoming mainstream. Intel® Open FCoE for ESX*-based Intel X520 Adapters

One such application is Fiber Channel over Ethernet (FCoE). Fiber Channel over Ethernet is a standards-based solution that comprises standards from both FCIA (T11-FC-BB-5) as well IEEE* (Data Center Bridging). Historically, organizations have separated their LAN and SAN operations within a Data Center. With the advent of FCoE and DCB, The Information Technology (IT) group can now run both LAN, SAN and other traffic types over the same 10 GB infrastructure, resulting in lower costs: fewer cables/ adapters and synergy among network and storage administration without a major upgrade to their existing SAN infrastructure.

2.0 Industry Support

Intel®, a long-time leader in the Data Center Ethernet market, has worked from the inception, with other industry leaders, to develop, test and ratify these standards. The Open FCoE solution, with Intel's X520 family of adapters listed below, has been certified with EMC* and Netapp*.

- Intel® Ethernet Server Adapter X520-DA2
- Intel® Ethernet Server Adapter X520-SR1
- Intel® Ethernet Server Adapter X520-SR2

2.1 Intel/EMC and Netapp Support Pages Available

http://www.intel.com/support/network/adapter/pro100/sb/CS-032048.htm

http://www.intel.com/support/network/adapter/x520server/sb/CS-031565.htm

3.0 Feature Introduction

With the release of VMWare's* ESX* 5.0, Intel's X520 family adapters are fully supported in the world's leading virtualization solutions. Intel worked closely with VMWare to integrate much of the Open FCoE stack--the solution developed by the community and embraced by Intel--into the ESX FCoE stack. The ESX hypervisor includes both FCoE and DCB natively and the Intel X520 family leverages this support.

Unlike other offloaded solutions that traditional HBA solutions have used, the software FCoE solution is fully integrated into the ESX hypervisor. This seamless integration provides assurances that other networking features within ESX, such as VLAN support, VMMotion, etc., and used in connection with FCoE, are architecturally robust with the native solution. It is worth noting that, although it is termed a software FCoE solution, that is a misnomer. There are indeed selective hardware FCoE offloads in the x520 including:

- Transmit and Receive (Tx - Rx) FC CRC Processing
• Receive Direct Data Placement (DDP)
• Receive Exchange-Id Packet Filtering
• Large Sequence Offload

These adapters offload the main FCoE data paths to improve throughput. Leveraging the full power of the current generation of Intel servers, together with these offload assists, performance with the Intel X520 adapters for real world workloads compares favorably with fully offloaded Fiber Channel host bus adapters within the ESX 5.0 environment.

4.0 Product Walk-Through

Included in the ESX 5.0 distribution are user level command line tools and the VSphere*/VCenter* graphical user interface (GUI) that make it easy for IT administrators to deploy FCoE. On a ESX host, users can discover, configure, enable, disable, or remove a given Intel X520 adapter as a FCoE adapter.

Command Line Interface

```
$ esxcfg-fcoe
No action provided
```

Where `<action>` is one of:

- `-d|--discover=<vnicnX [options]>` Initiate FCoE adapter discovery on the given NIC
- `-r|--remove-adapter=<vmbxxyX` Destroy the specified FCoE adapter
- `-x|--deactivate-nic=<vnicnX` Deactivate FCoE configuration for given NIC
- `-l|--list-vnports` List discovered VNPorts associated with this host
- `-w|--list-fcoe-nics` List FCoE-capable NICs with detailed information
- `-n|--compact-list-fcoe-nics` List FCoE-capable NICs each on a single line, with limited information
- `-e|--enable` Enable an FCoE-capable NIC if it is disabled
- `-d|--disable` Disable an FCoE-capable NIC if it is enabled (requires reboot to take effect)
- `-h|--help` Show this message

And `<options>` are a set of:

- `-p|--priority=[0-7]` Priority class to use for FCoE traffic
- `-v|--vlan-id` VLAN ID to use for FCoE traffic
- `-a|--macaddress=xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx` MAC address to use for the underlying FCoE controller

Examples:

To discover FCoE adapters on a given NIC, using default settings

```
esxcfg-fcoe -d vnicnX
```

To discover FCoE adapters on a given NIC, specifying only MAC address

```
esxcfg-fcoe -d vnicnX -a MA
```

To discover FCoE adapters on a given NIC, specifying all settings

```
esxcfg-fcoe -d vnicnX -p priority -v vlan -a MA
```

To remove an FCoE adapter

```
esxcfg-fcoe -r vmbxxyX
```

To enable FCoE for a given NIC, specifying bandwidth and MAC address

```
esxcfg-fcoe -e vnicnX -a MA
```

To disable FCoE for a given NIC

```
esxcfg-fcoe -d vnicnX -a MA
```
Users can configure the number of physical queues in the Intel X520 assigned to support FCoE in ESX 5.0 (the default is a single queue) as well as the queue depth on a lun via the host cli.

In ESX 5.0 VCenter, with a selected host highlighted and the Configuration tab selected, adding the Intel X520 adapter requires the following:

1. Under the Hardware menu, highlight Networking and use the Add Network Wizard to bind a VMKernel network connection to a vSphere vsswitch that is connected to an Intel X520 Adapter. Please ensure that you also have a management connection to another vsswitch in accordance with VMWare best practices.

2. Under the Hardware menu, highlight Storage adapter and add a Software FCoE adapter. This FCoE storage adapter instance is available for all guest OS’es.

For additional information, users are encouraged to consult the ESX 5.0 Storage Administrators Guide and the online help for configuration of FCoE adapters.